Vice President’s Report, March 20, 2018
Lots of things going on to report:
-The volunteer recognition “party” was on Feb. 24th in the Fiesta room. I expected
around 55 attendees and we had about 65! As such, I underestimated how much food
we would need. My apologies if you were shorted on food. I will adjust for next year’s
event, also maybe we will need a larger room? We played some silly games which
everyone enjoyed. Thanks to Rebecca Keenan for those great desserts she created
and the nice speech of recognition for our volunteers. Thanks to Laurie Boyett and my
wife, Jan, in helping to setup. We gave away door prizes with the guessing games,
putting game, trivia games, and ticket drawing. Thanks to Jeannie McGaughey for
putting up the posters by the mailboxes and for the game suggestions. I am always
looking for suggestions on how to improve the event for next year so please give me
your suggestions, comments, ideas. The bottom line is this: We are sincerely grateful
for all the volunteers in our HOA. You make it fun and also save us money. We could
not function as an HOA without you!
-On February 26th in Tucson, I, along with several other board members, attended a
meeting of HOA case law review presented by attorneys Goldschmidt and Shupe who
specialize in real estate and HOA matters. The crowd was large, perhaps 150 or so.
12 cases were presented, discussed, with final determinations by the courts
summarized. Some determinations were quite interesting and surprising. I hope to
use this information in my “education” as a board member for issues that come up in
the future before us.
-Garage Sale on March 10th. Thanks to Juanita Kauffman for organizing it along with
Bill Perry, Bertie Ruef, and others for helping. About 35 households participated. I
biked through the neighborhood and it appeared to be fairly busy.
-Picnics in the Park. Thanks to Doug and Nancy Crosby for doing these. They
continue to be successful with 26 folks including 4 renters at the last one.
-Meet and Greets. Thanks to Jim and Cindy Uminski for doing these the past 3 years.
They served admirably so we now need some other folks to volunteer for doing these
starting next October. If you know of anyone interested please have them contact me.
Last Friday there were 46 residents and visitors, a record crowd.
-Pot Lucks. These are very popular and thanks to Bill (“grandma got run over by a
reindeer”) Perry and others for arranging them.

Respectfully submitted,
Brent Gordy

